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Remember when the media made the story 
about “children in cages at the 
border” under Trump? Our response? 
Obama did it first. 

Then we blamed it on a court order 

The facts made no difference the optics 
were horrible. 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 

As I warned, the next step in the abortion 
fight will be “OPTICS.” If the Republican 
side is not careful the media spinning of 
the optics will cost seats, both state and 
federal offices. 

Let’s use a recent story of a 10-year-old 
pregnant rape victim in Brazil that went to 
court to get an abortion which would be 
legal under Brazilian law. It seems the judge 
and prosecutor most likely were pro-life and 
separated the girl from the parents and kept 
asking her questions, such as: “don’t you 
want the baby to have a chance at 
life?” “You don’t want the baby to die a 
painful death? Do you?” 

Imagine asking this to a 10-year-old rape 
victim who believes in Santa Claus and the 
Easter Bunny. 

Which side looks more rational in this 
narrative? Pro-abortion or pro-life? 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 

We have the same story in the United 
States. A 10-year-old rape victim was denied 
an abortion in Ohio because they found out 
too late. The parents are looking to take her 
to another state. 

The Press asked South Dakota, Gov. 
Christie Noem her opinion, and only 
because she is so experienced with the 
MSM, was she able to answer the question 
without giving the soundbite that will hurt 
Republicans. Other Republican leaders will 
not be so nuanced in front of the cameras. 

America may be pro-life, but what happens 
if a 10-year-old dies having a forced birth? 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 

Last month I asked the question: “If the life 
of the mother and baby are equal then the 
doctors have to flip a coin if they need to 
decide between saving the mother’s life or 
the baby's.” 

 

If the mother of five dies because the coin 
came up: HEADS, the media will destroy the 
pro-life movement. 

Remember, the media is looking for the 
story that will put Roe back on the books 
and they have already indicated they have 
no intent to be fair in their reporting 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 

I wrote before Roe was overturned that 
should it happen after 49 years, do not 
overestimate the mandate. If the story 
becomes: forcing 10-year-old rape victims 
to have babies, 2022 will become a 
bloodbath for Republicans not Democrats. 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 

The media is taking a victory lap because 
they admit they renamed the 
Florida “Parental Rights in Education 
Law” to “Don’t Say Gay” and everyone ran 
with it. 

Folks we must fight fire with fire. When you 
talk about this law call it “Stop Promoting 
Pedophilia in Kindergarten Law.” Make the 
media defend their reporting. 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 

Can Blue states like New York be flipped? 

Yes, but running commercials will not do it. 

Train an Army of black youth and older 
residents to go into the community and talk 
about what Democrats do to Blacks. 
How Democrats keep Blacks down. 
How Democrats make it impossible for 
Blacks to live and prosper. 

How Democrats cause crime in black 
neighborhoods. 

Fill the streets with 500-1000 fully trained 
campaign workers in a black community 
and see the difference. 

The training must focus on quality of life 
issues not constitutional issues which 
Republicans are famous for. 

Keep it simple and keep it local 

 

Alan’s One Minute Issue™ is written by Alan J 

Huber CFP®, to help right-minded individuals 

win their arguments with wrong-minded 

individuals. Alan is available to speak, at: GOP 

events, Trump clubs and Conservative 

meetings across the country and is the 

director of "ReThinkHealthInsurance.org" 

Call 855 561 0500 or 

Alan@GOPMadeSimple.com 

 

Help Me Fight Back Against Cancel Culture 

As you know I make my living advising on health insurance. Even though I 
keep politics out of my insurance business, big tech blocks my insurance 

emails the same way they blocked my political emails. 

I would really appreciate if you have any need for health insurance including 
ACA or Medicare, please talk to me. I’ve been doing this for a long time, and 
work my butt off for my clients. When claim issues comes up, I become an 

800 pound gorilla in your corner 

So please whether you or a family member or a friend has a health  
insurance need call me at 855-561-0500 or email 

 alan@rethinkhealthinsurance.org 

THANK YOU 
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